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Kerin Casey | Jesse Smith | Bridget Griffin

The key thesis of Kerin's practice is capturing volume. Capturing volume requires the use of a
surface to attempt to contain it, so the work becomes about what is in-between surfaces.
Predominantly this applies to physical space, but it can also relate to contextual space, like
the space between painting and sculpture, or the space between modern and contemporary.
Abstraction itself could also be regarded as an in-between space, a provisional language
between thought and gesture.

Space is always her starting point and most important material. It is a void that divides and
unites simultaneously, initiating a series of questions that have developed into a
methodology for utilising supporting materials of plywood and paint. How can these
materials be used to hold space? How can the conditions of sculpture and painting work
together to challenge spatial relations within the work? If a surface can capture volume, how
can that volume then be seen?
 
The objects in her more recent work are made up of separate pieces that have been brought
together by tension, negotiation, and cooperation. They activate and support one another to
become abstract forms, united by colour, connection, and space.

Kerin Casey
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Jesse Smith bangs out art like his life depends on it. His work is fresh, free and raw. Teeming
with explosive energy. Paint runs and drips over solid colour blocks - lyrical like Nas is to hip
hop. Lines jump around as playful as a child in the sand - experimental as jazz. Ripped up,
unabashed, paintings as punk as the Pistols. Sticking two fingers up to conformity and pretty
pictures on gallery walls. Sometimes pieces spill off the confines of a canvas- splattering
onto his garage walls or a friend’s shoes. Yet don’t be fooled! This unconstrained, emotive
approach, whilst expressive, is cleverly considered finding balance between the chaos and
the calm both internal and materialized..

Jesse Smith

Bridget Griffin

Bridget Griffins practice is rooted in the exploration of found materials and their potential in a

painting context. The work explores material possibilities and their limitations in combination with

each other. The outcome of a work, for instance, is often determined by how much of a single

material there is, how a material’s form can be changed, or how different materials can physically

fit together. Regarding the selection of these thrown-away bits and pieces, all are chosen for their

physical properties, with a secondary interest in their personal histories, which for the most part is

left up to the imagination.

Through making use of the no-longer useful materials that previously existed as part of purposeful

objects, or projects, the idea of function and use-value becomes apparent. One can wonder why

we pertain value to things and how the value of something might change when the environment or

conditions shift. 

Courtesy of consumerism, chance, curb-sides, and shorelines. 
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1   Bridget Griffin, Untitled 10, found metal, tattoo ink, house paint, curtain,  730 x 640 x 155mm,

     2022.  $290

2   Bridget Griffin, Untitled 33, driftwood, tape cores, linen, enamel paint, 200  x 100 x 92mm,  

     2024.   $190

3   Kerin Casey, Untitled (Pink), plywood, acrylic paint, 180 x 190 x 130mm, 2024.   $287.50

4   Kerin Casey, Untitled (Red Orange), plywood, aluminium, acrylic paint, 200 x 110 x 130mm,

     2024.  $287.50

5   Kerin Casey, Untitled (Orange), plywood, wire mesh, acrylic paint, 190 x 120 x 120mm, 2024.   $287.50

6   Jesse Smith, Colourful Death B, Mixed media on canvas, 790 x 350mm, 2024.   $333

7   Jesse Smith, Dark and Adventurous, Mixed media on canvas, 600 x 890mm, 2022.  $333

8   Kerin Casey, Untitled (Pale Blue), plywood, wire mesh, handmade paper, acrylic paint, 

     205 x  170 x 230mm, 2024.    $287.50

9    Kerin Casey, Untitled (White), plywood, pumice gel, acrylic paint, 170 x 170 x 170mm, 2024.    $287.50

10  Kerin Casey, Untitled (Grey Blue), plywood, felt, pumice gel, acrylic paint, 170 x 196 x 95mm, 

       2024.    $287.50

11  Kerin Casey, Untitled (Green Blue), plywood, pumice gel, acrylic paint, 140 x 130 x 130mm,

      2024.    $287.50

12  Kerin Casey, Gate, plywood and acrylic paint, dimensions variable, 2023.   $345

13  Kerin Casey, The Centre of Things, plywood, felt, acrylic paint, dimensions variable, 2023.   $460

14  Kerin Casey, Expanding Horizons, plywood, acrylic paint, dimensions variable, 2023.   $402.50

15  Kerin Casey, Sparrow, Sorrow, Arrow, Crow, plywood, felt, acrylic paint, steel rebar,

      dimensions variable, 2023.   $460

16  Bridget Griffin, Untitled 32, found wood, tape cores, linen, enamel paint, 285 x 145 x 70mm,

       2024.   $240

17  Jesse Smith, 2D hmmm, Mixed media on canvas, 750 x 750mm, 2023.   $420

18  Kerin Casey,  A Space Within a Space, plywood and acrylic paint, dimensions variable, 2023.    $575

19  Kerin Casey, Just a Bit of Theatre, plywood and acrylic paint, dimensions variable, 2023.   $575
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